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QUICK START

The most aggressive preloaded diesel tune. Good for everday use, 
racing, economy but not recommended for any type of towing.

Less power than Performance. moderate gain over stock, safe for light towing.

Should be used when towing any significant load. Shifting is Towing centered.

For Heavy Loads, Engine and Boost left stock, Trans Only tune. 

Exhaust brake to increase engine braking while coasting, lowers brake temps.

Keeps the torque converter locked during decel to aid in engine braking. 

LoLocks the torque converter in 1st, 2nd and 3rd gear. 

More aggressive shift schedule keeping the engine in its power band longer.

Removes the check engine light caused by deleting EGR mechanically.

Set the axle ratio to correct shift patterns and speedometer. 

Set the tire size to correct shift patterns and speedometer.

Sets Idle speed in RPM.

On/Off setting disables traction control without using the tcs button. 

Increase or Decrease the Increase or Decrease the WOT Shift points of each gear individually by mph. 

% change in transmission pressure during shifts. (+=firmer)  (-=softer)
 

Gas Vehicles preloaded tunes vary Performance levels by Octane. 
Premium fuel will provide the best performance increase.

Adjusts the Octane based tunes to focus more on towing over performance.

Adjusts the Octane based tunes to focus on economy over performance. 

Disables the Disables the Rear O2s and eliminates CEL caused by rear O2 removal. 

Add or Remove Timing Advance to the entire RPM range.

Add or Remove Timing by RPM Range. (0-2000)(2000-4000)(4000-8000)

Add or Remove Fuel at Wide Open Throttle. (WOT)

Allows you to adjust for different sized injectors. (not available on all vehicles)

Updates tune to handle the CMCV/IMRC delete plates modification.

Lowers the Temperature at which the Fan turns on.

Sets Sets Rev Limit in RPM.

Remove, Increase or Decrease the vehicle speed limiter. (aka govenor)



Highlight the DTC 
and press select to 
display the description. 

If any DTCs are 
present, they will be 
shown on the screen.

Press select to view 
the vehicle Strategy.

The VIN and Comm 
type will be displayed. 

Q: When I connect the tuner to the vehicle, it doesn’t power on.
A:  Check for blown fuses for OBDII/Cigarette Lighter. 

Q: Where do I find the other pre-loaded tunes?
A:  Preloaded tunes are chosen by selecting adjust options during programming.

Q: Does the tuner have to stay plugged in to keep the vehicle tuned? 
A: No, after tuning, you can disconnect the programmer.

Q: Can I staQ: Can I stack/combine the SCT programmer with another chip or tuning module? 
A: All Chips/Tuning Products must be removed before tuning with SCT. 

Q: What is the difference between SF3 and X3?
A: The SF3 is Preloaded with SCT’s strategy flash tunes and can hold 3 custom tunes,
   the X3 is for custom tunes only. All other features are the same.

Q: Can I tune more than one vehicle with this programmer?
A: 1 vehicle tuned at a time. You may return to stock and tune another vehicle up to 5 times.

Q: Can the Q: Can the vehicle be tuned while the engine is running?
A: No, this can cause severe damage to the vehicle and PCM.

Q: Can I use a lower octane fuel than the tune file lists?
A: No, you must use the same octane fuel that the vehicle is tuned for. Failure to use the
   proper octane can result in severe engine damage.

Q: Should I return to stock before taking my vehicle to the dealer?
A: Yes, this prevents the tuner from becoming locked if the dealer updates the pcm.

Q: HQ: How often do I update my programmer?
A: You should always check for updates before tuning the vehicle.
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